Sherry Kappel Wins Innovative Thought Leader of the Year Award at ILTACON 2017
MCLEANSVILLE, North Carolina – August 23, 2017 – Litera Corp, a global leader in creating collaborative
document lifecycle solutions for professionals worldwide, is proud to congratulate Sherry Kappel, Chief
Consultant at Litera, for winning ILTA’s prestigious Innovative Thought Leader of the Year Award during
ILTACON 2017.
Kappel’s work creating momentum for new technologies in the legal industry has earned her this welldeserved recognition. Her thought leadership and hands-on expertise in the implementation, planning
and development within Office 365 has taken uncertainty out of the Cloud for law firms around the
world, empowering lawyers with the freedom to work anywhere, productively and securely, with
confidence.
Sherry Kappel commented, “While truly honored to receive this award, I see this achievement as further
acknowledgement of Litéra’s core culture for innovation and collaboration. Our founder, the late
Deepak Massand, received this award in 2014 the same night I was named Innovative Consultant of the
Year. For me, winning this award is, yes, a hat-tip to his legacy, but also a call to action for innovators
across legal technology to step out and make your good works known.” continued Kappel. “You don’t
have to be CEO to be considered, or to win.”
“I must also salute ILTA for fostering collaboration across this entire community. Through its annual
conference, various symposium sessions and these awards, ILTA makes visible the innovative efforts of
professionals at work in legal technology. Together, we’ll see today’s emerging technologies address the
needs of firms around the world.”
About Litera Corp
Litera delivers integrated solutions for document lifecycle management through a comprehensive suite
of patented creation, collaboration, and control technologies. With platform agnostic and cloud savvy
solutions, Litera empowers you to generate, review and distribute quality content quickly and securely,
from any device anywhere. Litera has won multiple innovative technology awards, maintains a 99.9%
client retention rate, and has grown consistently since the company was first founded in 2001.
Organizations worldwide choose Litera for its dedication to client service and for its proven ability to
develop the highest quality document lifecycle solutions. From start to finish, Litera supplies efficient,
effective and secure solutions for complete content confidence. No matter what document challenges a
client may face, Litera is there to deliver cost-effective solutions every single time.
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